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EDITOR’S SUMMARY 

Muthukrishna and Henrich argue that solving the replication crisis in psychology partly 

requires well-specified, overarching theoretical frameworks. They outline how Dual Inheritance 

Theory provides one such example that could be adopted by the field.  

ABSTRACT 

The replication crisis facing the psychological sciences is widely regarded as rooted in 

methodological or statistical shortcomings. We argue that a large part of the problem is the lack of 

a cumulative theoretical framework or frameworks. Without an overarching theoretical framework 

that generates hypotheses across diverse domains, empirical programs spawn and grow from 

personal intuitions and culturally-biased folk theories. By providing ways to develop clear 

predictions, including through the use of formal modelling, theoretical frameworks set 

expectations that determine whether a new finding is confirmatory, nicely integrating with existing 

lines of research, or surprising, and therefore requiring further replication and scrutiny. Such 

frameworks also prioritize certain research foci, motivate the use diverse empirical approaches 

and, often, provide a natural means to integrate across the sciences. Thus, overarching theoretical 



frameworks pave the way toward a more general theory of human behaviour. We illustrate one 

such a theoretical framework: Dual Inheritance Theory.  

The psychological and behavioural sciences have a problem. By some accounts, half the 

literature doesn’t replicate1 and we don’t know if the other half replicates for the 88% of our 

species who don’t live in Western Educated Industrialized Rich Democratic (WEIRD) societies2. 

Although a few researchers insist that all is well3, most psychologists acknowledge that a crisis 

exists and seem to blame it on poor methodological and statistical practices. This leads to proposed 

solutions like study pre-registration and better reporting policies4. We don’t disagree that 

psychology’s norms are indeed substandard and that methodological improvements are much 

needed. Nevertheless, we argue that the crisis runs much deeper and is ultimately rooted in theory 

or lack thereof. Many subfields within psychology (though not all!) lack any overarching, 

integrative general theoretical framework that would allow researchers to derive specific 

predictions from more general premises. Without a general theoretical framework, results are 

neither expected nor unexpected based on how they fit into the general theory and have no 

implications for what we expect in other domains.  

This situation is thrown into stark relief by comparing psychology textbooks with those in 

other sciences. Rather than building up principles that flow from overarching theoretical 

frameworks, psychology textbooks are largely a potpourri of disconnected empirical findings on 

topics that have been popular at some point in the discipline’s history, and clustered based on 

largely American and European folk categories. Outside of psychology, useful theoretical 

frameworks tell scientists not only what to expect, but also what not to expect. They show the 

interconnections between theories. Understanding the mechanisms behind one phenomenon 

informs research in other areas, often limiting the likely hypotheses or strongly favoring some 



hypotheses over others. Each empirical result reverberates through the interconnected web of our 

understanding of a domain. Collectively, these interconnected theories tune our intuitions, so we 

know when something feels “off”. When neutrinos appeared to be travelling faster than the speed 

of light5, researchers strongly suspected that something was wrong because this violated the 

Theory of Special Relativity, which had so nicely accounted for other aspects of the universe. If 

vinegar and baking soda combined in your child’s model volcano didn’t produce carbon dioxide 

and hot ice solution, we suspect something is probably wrong, because this would violate the 

Periodic Table and “Collision Theory”. If we discover fossil rabbits which appear to have 

originated in the Precambrian era, we would suspect something was wrong, because it conflicts 

with a cumulative understanding of how species evolved that has nothing to do with previous 

Precambrian finds per se, but rather with a broad understanding of evolutionary change over time 

based on how the other pieces fit together.  

In contrast, even when derived from a circumscribed theory (e.g. Cognitive Dissonance 

Theory6), much psychological research is typically specific and difficult to connect—let alone 

challenge or support—other findings or theories in the field (e.g. Terror Management Theory7). 

Rarely does it contribute to a more general theory of human behavior. Consider this research 

question: do undergraduates walk slower when they’re reminded of the elderly8? Does this violate 

a Theory of Human Behavior? What if they walk faster or ambulate unperturbed9? Can we 

generalize this to all adult humans? Similarly, if studies show that humans, or at least Americans, 

prefer fewer choices to many10, does this violate any theory at all? What if Germans prefer fewer 

choices or show no preference11? Is that a failed replication, another butterfly to be added to the 

collection of cross-cultural differences, or a confirmation of theory predicting certain kinds of 

psychological variation?  



With decades of data now under suspicion, without a general and unifying theory of human 

behavior, we have no principled way to navigate this morass. Pre-registration and multiple 

replications with larger samples, though a laudable practice, is not a feasible solution to assessing 

many lifetimes worth of studies. Moreover, without a unifying theoretical framework, we don’t 

know whether we should expect the results to replicate with older individuals, poorer individuals, 

or individuals in other societies. And without such a framework, even after the onerous replication 

effort, doubt remains as to whether one of the infinite space of moderators explains the lack of 

replication. To understand the importance of theory to data and data to theory, it’s worth 

remembering the abductive challenge. 

THE ABDUCTIVE PROCESS 

Science is built up of facts, as a house is built of stones; but an accumulation of facts is no 

more a science than a heap of stones is a house.12  

The present methodological and statistical solutions to the replication crisis will only help 

ensure solid stones; they don’t help us build the house. For that, we need the scaffolding of 

integrative and cumulative theory. Working without theory leaves us predicting the future based 

on past results. This is like predicting the position of a planet based on where it was last time. We 

want to get to celestial mechanics, but that requires using the data to develop the physics of 

planetary motion in an abductive process.  

The scientific process proceeds closer to what Charles Peirce called “abduction” – 

inference to the best explanation – than clean induction or deduction. When faced with a 

phenomenon, we are faced with incomplete data and a large to infinite space of possible 

hypotheses. Consider a stylized example of a broken vase in a room. What caused the vase to 



break? One might observe the environment to create a list of possible explanations – the open 

window, the cat no longer in her basket, the suspiciously quiet toddler watching TV in the next 

room, and so on. To reduce this space, we may engage in experimentation by placing another vase 

next to the open window; in ethnographic observation by observing the cat’s behavioural patterns; 

or in an ethological study by interrogating the toddler and observing their reaction to the broken 

vase. The hypothesis space for any real phenomenon is much larger, but even in our hypothetical 

space, better theory can far reduce the possible or likely hypotheses and offer explanations we 

might not consider based on the data alone. Knowing the direction of the window and wind force 

required to topple a vase can set appropriate priors for that hypothesis; as can understanding how 

high cats can jump and the toddler’s television schedule. Further data collection informs and 

contributes to these theories. 

For more complex phenomenon – why people are religious, the source of ingroup 

favouritism and outgroup discrimination, and our heuristics and biases and the contexts of their 

use, the space of possible explanations is impossibly larger, and we cannot hope to build a 

cumulative science by narrowing it down with guesswork, folk intuitions, verbal logic, or our own 

limited life experience. A good theoretical framework helps reduce that space. Experiments are 

arguably the last resort after competing theoretical predictions cannot be distinguished with 

existing evidence, requiring us to devote resources to a large, well-powered, decisive experiment. 

The alternative approach leaves us running half a dozen studies with minor variations to eliminate 

the space of the possible as delimited by the poverty of the researcher’s imagination. Such 

elimination by experimentation is far too inefficient given the need for diverse and reasonable 

sized samples. In best cases, it is also unlikely to lead to structured cumulative knowledge and in 

common cases, it can often be systematically misleading.  



Many creative hypotheses have been drawn from the imaginations of researchers from 

societies that are Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic (WEIRD), but there is 

a certain circularity to testing these WEIRD intuitions on WEIRD participants that can mislead us 

into believing we are drawing closer to a deeper and more general understanding of human 

behaviour. Such an approach led us to believe that fairness means sharing equally in the Ultimatum 

Game – ubiquitous behaviour in many convenient WEIRD samples – and even attempts to explain 

how this was part of our evolved psychology. Instead fairness norms systematically vary across 

societies.13 Such an approach led us to believe that facial processing occurs in the right hemisphere 

of the brain. Instead, strong facial hemispheric lateralization is only present in literate populations, 

where some of the left hemisphere facial fusiform gyrus was co-opted to allow us to read.14,15 As 

the world approaches 100% literacy, a psychologist from Venus armed with early 21st century 

atheoretical approaches to understanding human cognition and with no knowledge of the history 

of literacy, might discover the Visual Word Form Area and discuss the reading instinct among 

Homo sapiens just as we do with numeracy, colour perception, and the ability to reason. Is there a 

better approach to developing theoretical explanations? 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS, THEORIES, HYPOTHESES, AND DATA  

The scientific and vernacular meaning of theory are often blurred, particularly in the human 

sciences. For clarity, we need to distinguish between theoretical frameworks, theories, hypotheses, 

and data. We will also discuss why it’s useful to formalize theories and to distinguish between 

levels of explanation.  

Theoretical frameworks are a broad body of connected theories. Darwin’s theory of 

evolution by natural selection, for example, began as a theory but has grown into a theoretical 



framework. Within the Darwinian framework, multiple theories can be developed that explain 

some overlapping set of phenomena. For example, there are several competing and complementary 

theories to explain the evolution of altruism in different species and contexts16. These theories are 

general, unifying explanations for a wide array of available data that allow us to generate additional 

testable, falsifiable hypotheses—predictions which allow us to exclude and distinguish between 

competing theories within the broad framework. These predictions are instantiated in more specific 

hypotheses that link to mechanisms, which can then be tested using data derived from experiments 

or other methods of causal inference17. There different ways in which theories can be expressed. 

Natural Selection as a theory of evolution was first expressed as a verbal argument18. But, 

evolutionary theory has come a long way in the century and a half since the first of Darwin’s 

classics. For example, we now know about genetics and have a much better understanding of the 

many processes through which species diversify and evolve. Since the Modern Synthesis, 

evolutionary biology has expressed its theories using analytical and computational models. There 

are good reasons for why these are useful tools for theory building.  

In contrast to high fidelity engineering simulations19, quantitative stock market 

predictions20, or probabilistic facial recognition models21, many scientists use formal models as 

aids to thinking through the logic of an argument in order to offer comparative statics, making 

testable qualitative, but directional predictions about phenomena22-31. By formally defining 

assumptions, logic, and predictions, anyone can challenge the theory by either testing the 

predictions or by challenging or modifying the assumptions or logic and showing how the 

predictions would change. Such models, whether analytical or computational, can be thought of as 

aids to thinking, allowing us to work through the logic and assumptions of systems more complex 

than our minds can fully represent. And it doesn’t take much before this limit is reached. For 



example, inclusive fitness or kin selection seems like a plausible explanation for cooperation 

among relatives—as long as the genealogical relatedness multiplied by the benefit to the recipient 

(𝑟 × 𝑏) is greater than the personal cost (𝑐), genes for altruism will spread (Hamilton’s rule32; 𝑟𝑏 >

𝑐). What’s less obvious without working through the models is why this explanation might only 

apply under conditions of weak selection33, why specific and generalized versions reach different 

conclusions34,35, or indeed the debates around these. An even simpler algebraic example of our 

cognitive limits, sometimes called the “potato paradox”, is as follows: “You have 100kg of 

potatoes, which are 99% water by weight. You let them dehydrate until they're 98% water. How 

much do they weigh now?” The answer of 50kg is surprising until you work through the algebra. 

Once you do, the answer seems obvious, tuning our intuitions. Our intuitions can also be shaped 

by considering levels of explanation. 

Levels of explanation, such as the ultimate-proximate heuristic, or Tinbergen’s four 

questions for levels of analysis, are useful distinctions in evolutionary biology. Proximate 

explanations describe the mechanisms for a phenomenon, whereas Ultimate explanations describe 

why the phenomenon exists in the first place. A simple illustration is the question of why we enjoy 

sexual intercourse. A proximate explanation would be something like, “We enjoy pleasurable 

activities and sex is pleasurable”. We could understand this phenomenon in more detail using the 

tools of neuroscience – when we have sex, oxytocin, dopamine, and other neurochemicals 

associated with pleasure are released, creating a feeling of euphoria and reinforcing the behaviour. 

However, none of this tells us why sex and not banging your head against a tree is associated with 

pleasure. An ultimate explanation would be something like, “Sex is associated with procreation. 

Animals who enjoyed sex, had more sex, and left more offspring. Animals who preferred banging 

their heads against a tree instead, left fewer offspring and this preference is no longer with us”.  



A more complex example is why religions tend to be pro-fertility36. Proximate explanations 

describe the value of family and community, offering meaning through procreation, and so on. An 

ultimate explanation reveals how religions that promote fertility grow at the expense of those that 

do not36. If you’re American, you may have Quaker friends, probably have Mormon friends, but 

are unlikely to have Shaking Quaker (Shaker) friends. Mormons, who promoted large families and 

at one-point polygamy, grew very quickly to 16 million US members. Quakers have attitudes 

similar to non-religious Americans and have under 100,000 US members. In stark contrast, the 

Shakers, an offshoot of the Quakers, promoted total celibacy. The Shakers are no longer with us37. 

The levels interact and sometimes blur (see examples14,38,39), but some have questioned 

how useful evolutionary models are for phenomena like memory or vision. It’s true that often very 

high-level functional predictions are used in psychology, but the precision of predictions from 

evolution about the specifics of mechanisms hinges on the amount of phylogenetic and 

developmental genetic information available. In bird species, for example, if ecological shifts 

functionally predict greater male polygyny, you can predict this will result in particular patterns of 

testosterone regulation (a proximate mechanism, phylogenetically conserved)40. Similarly, 

knowing that human brains are mostly scaled-up primate brains informs the space of possibilities 

by telling us a lot about what natural selection has to work with in producing human faculties41. 

A general theory of human behaviour would be evolutionarily plausible (via natural 

selection under phylogenetic constraints), often utilize formal models, and provide us with an 

ultimate framework that delivers proximate predictions. In addition to being a crucial part of the 

abductive scientific process, by forcing, often formally, statements of assumptions and logic, 

constrained by the broader web of interconnected work, such a framework also contributes to one 

of the goals of the replication renaissance42 – constraining researchers. Rigorous formal theory 



may also be a way to evaluate the existing literature for plausibility based on connections to well-

established theories and data. It additionally creates a space for theoretical psychologists producing 

papers that formally develop theories on the back of previous theories to offer strong predictions 

– a publishable form of pre-registration with greater justification than “we expect this based on 

our pilot data, past experimental data, life experience, or best guess”. What might such a theory 

look like? 

AN ILLUSTRATIVE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

Dual Inheritance Theory, Culture-Gene Coevolutionary Theory, and the expansions in the 

Extended Evolutionary Synthesis provides a general theoretical framework for the study of human 

behaviour – a theory of human behaviour to unify the psychological and behavioural 

sciences14,25,39,43-45. The framework draws on the insight of many scientists, ranging from Charles 

Darwin and Adam Smith to James Baldwin and Donald Campbell46-48. It seats humans within the 

natural world while expanding the toolkit of evolutionary biology to tackle unique aspects of our 

species, including cumulative culture, social norms, technological change, and institutions. Unlike 

common applications of evolutionary theory within psychology, this approach is consistent with 

the rest of the biological sciences, emphasizing the formal modelling of both genetic and cultural 

evolutionary processes and considering how each influences aspects of psychology with potential 

feedback loops between culture, genes, and cultural products like institutions, tools, languages, 

and psychology. Rather than offering primarily post-hoc explanations for existing phenomena 

based on verbally described evolutionary logic and assumed ancestral conditions, it makes specific 

a priori predictions about our psychology (as well as temporal and population-level variation in 

that psychology2), which can be (and have been) tested experimentally and observationally14,39,45. 

The approach is relevant to tackling the WEIRD People Problem2 by testing predicted patterns of 



cross-cultural and lifespan variation rather than arbitrarily exploring less WEIRD49 sites based on 

access. We know of no other approach capable of explaining the immense global psychological 

variation that’s recently been documented. 

In the 1970s and 1980s several researchers began to adapt the mathematics that had been 

so profitable in evolutionary biology to understand learning and cultural evolution25,44,50,51. One 

key theoretical insight was to study the evolution of our learning capacities by asking under what 

conditions or what circumstances natural selection would favour different kinds of learning versus 

simply inscribing behaviour into genetically programmed developmental processes. An 

autocatalytic model25 revealed a Goldilocks’ zone of intermediate environmental variability where 

the knowledge acquired by parents and grandparents was worth paying attention to despite the 

learning costs. At one extreme, constantly changing environments require individual trial and error 

learning while at the other extreme, highly stable environments could be most efficiently navigated 

by genetically-encoded adaptations. As the data a decade later revealed, between these extremes 

were precisely the conditions in which our ancestors evolved52,53. Subsequent theory and 

experiments expanded our understanding of the features of this reliance on social learning—from 

copying without understanding (high fidelity transmission), to selectively copying successful 

others (pay-off bias), second-order copying (such as copying who others were copying; prestige 

bias), to copying majorities and pluralities (conformist bias). With moderators, such as changing 

frequencies, self-relevance, sincerity, and differentially in different domains; to the evolution of 

an ethnic psychology identifying groups; and a norm psychology for identifying norms and 

punishing norm violators, and so on14,39,45,54. Over time these processes led to information 

accumulating to the point where not even the brightest among us could recreate the world we lived 

in. And it led to our psychology and biology being shaped in ways that relied on a rich cultural 



environment that needed to be acquired. Cooking is a clear and compelling example; our guts are 

too short to survive on raw foods and we can’t instinctively distinguish poisonous from edible 

plants. Yet as the culinary habits of many college students attest, fire-making and cooking are not 

innate, reliably developing skills.  

Together, the formal models underlying these theories offered a theoretical framework to 

explain human behaviour. Humans, the models suggested, were a new kind of animal, the result 

of at least two lines of inheritance – a genetic line possessed by all species, and a cumulative 

cultural line unique to us. These “cultural evolutionary” models of our psychology and behaviour 

are not analogies of natural selection, population biology, or epidemiology. Rather than a 

metaphor, they are an example of science proceeding as usual; an extension of natural selection 

into the realm of human behaviour. 

These models made specific, testable predictions. For example, social learning would be 

favoured when individual learning was costly; humans had an evolved suite of strategies and biases 

that homed in on the individuals and behaviours with the highest payoff; with individuals 

deploying these biases, the majority would come to possess a suite of adaptive behaviours that 

could be copied. And, it was not simply that our species would copy majorities (which Asch and 

others had begun empirically demonstrating three decades earlier), but that they would specifically 

do so at a rate higher than the majority – if 60% of your colleagues use SPSS, you have a greater 

than 60% probability of also doing so. Or, you might leave SPSS for R, if you discover your most 

productive and prestigious colleague is using R. Over the following decades, these predictions 

were tested using the historical and ethnographic record, as well as both field and laboratory 

experiments14. Here, we illustrate these ideas with two examples from our own work – conformity 

and choice. 



EXAMPLES: CONFORMITY AND CHOICE 

Asch’s seminal line experiments suggested a simple truth: humans tend to conform to 

majorities. In the half century since the original studies were published, hundreds of experiments 

have sought to establish the bounds of conformity with more, and more nuanced, moderators 

identifying when people do and do not conform, distinguishing between normative and 

informational conformity, identifying which people are more likely to conform, when conformity 

will be internalized, and so on for many combinations and interactions55,56. New hypothetical 

permutations are limited only by the poverty of the researcher’s imagination; science proceeding 

as a process of hypothesis by imagination and elimination by experimentation. However, because 

it emerged from a particular experimental paradigm and was only descriptively theorized, the 

conformity literature has had limited integration with the literatures on persuasion, attitude change, 

observational learning, childhood imitation or rational decision-making.  

In contrast, Dual Inheritance Theory began by asking a fundamental question about 

learning: when do people use social learning over individual learning, who do they attend to for 

this learning, and how do they integrate information from other people. This led to the prediction 

of frequency of different behaviours as a cue about which behaviour, motivation or belief to adopt. 

To explore this, researcher’s developed formal models, including both analytical models and 

simulations, that permitted conformist learning strategies to compete against other forms of 

learning25. Rather than simply claiming that “humans will copy majorities”, these conformist 

transmission models make a specific prediction – that humans will, under particular conditions, 

copy majorities at a rate greater than the rate of the behaviour in the population (e.g. a 70% majority 

will have a greater than 70% probability of being copied); thus, conformity will follow a sigmoidal 

curve (see Figure 1a and Figure 1b). These specific predictions, down to the sigmoidal signature 



of expected behaviour, have been repeatedly demonstrated57-59. This non-linear pattern of learning 

is non-obvious; we may have never discovered it without a mathematical model. But with advances 

in theory and growing evidence, a result that violated these predictions would be surprising, but 

publishable in either case, either confirming a specific prediction derived from a general theory 

(not surprising, but important for cumulative science), or a potentially more important result that 

violates the evolutionary logic captured by the models. The size of the splash would depend not 

on how much the results violated people’s personal intuitions, but on how many other theoretical 

predictions and results they brought into question. Such results would invoke extra scrutiny not 

because they challenged results that gained primacy by temporal precedence in publication, but 

because they challenged a theory derived from a framework that had made so many other well-

tested predictions. 

  



 

(a) 

 

(b)                                                                    (c) 

Figure 1 | Graphs showing theoretical predictions and empirical data for the conformist 

transmission bias and the shape of the conformist curve with different numbers of choices. 

(a) A sigmoidal curve of the form Pr[Copying] =
𝟏

𝟏+𝒆−𝜶(𝒃𝟏−𝒄)
 where 𝒃𝟏 is the percentage of the 

population with Behavior 1 (of two behaviors), 𝒄 is the point at which the probability of 



copying is 50% (𝒄 = 𝟓𝟎% for two traits) and 𝜶 determines the strength of conformity; a 

larger 𝜶 implies that a majority has a larger social influence. The formal prediction is that 

𝜶 > 𝟓. These models also specify moderators, such as the size of the population, accuracy of 

the size of the majority (“transmission fidelity”) or the importance of the decision (“payoff”). 

(b) A typical sigmoidal curve from Morgan et al. 58 Figure 2c; reproduced with permission. 

(b) Theory (solid line) vs data (points) from Muthukrishna et al. 57 for the effect of number 

of choices on the 𝒄  term of the sigmoidal conformist curve (required plurality for the 

probability of conforming to reach 50%). The data matches the expected pattern, but 

suggests a prior (raising the 𝒄 cutoff in the experimental data above the theoretical line). This 

prior was present in the experiment, but was flat in the theory; an example of science in 

action—theory informing experiments and experiments informing theory. 

Later theories should build on existing theories. Consider an example from the psychology 

of choice. One notable line of research began with a question of whether humans prefer or are 

more likely to make an economic decision with more or less choice10. We use this question as an 

illustration, but it is not unique – the question has many characteristics of a common approach – a 

hypothesis drawn from a researcher’s own life experience (e.g. choice when shopping), with a 

desire to show something ‘sexy’ or counterintuitive (that less choice reduces anxiety contra 

intuitions). This approach has many disadvantages: from WEIRD psychologists using their 

WEIRD intuitions to generate the alternative hypotheses, contexts, and bounds of the phenomena 

to the WEIRD participants used to test hypotheses to the specificity of the question itself. A recent 

meta-analysis11 found an effect size of effectively zero for the “paradox of choice”, but suggested 

that some missing moderators may yet reliably explain positive findings. But which moderators? 

And can these reliably be determined by researchers’ mental models and life experience?  

From a Dual Inheritance Theory perspective, the question itself is either nonsensical or 

underspecified. Perhaps in a narrower applied setting, we can gain purchase on when people are 

more likely to make a purchase, but even here, the guidance of a theoretical framework is useful – 

what is the domain, how important is it, and so on. From a Dual Inheritance Theory perspective, 

our species has had to make decisions with different numbers of choices to survive. Our decision-



making strategy will be affected by the importance of the choice (e.g. a consumer reaction to, “30 

mortgage options?” of “I guess I don’t need to buy a house,” is clearly crazy given the importance 

of the decision), by the information they have available (e.g. the decisions of others) and indeed, 

by the number of choices.  

In contrast to the common approach discussed above, Nakahashi, Wakano and Henrich60 

extend the well-established theories of conformity discussed previously to show that the strength 

of conformist transmission is affected by the number of choices. The same sized plurality will 

more likely be copied as the number of choices increases, changing the shape of the conformist 

curve. Theory can also often tune our intuitions in a way that can often be simply expressed (though 

without important subtleties, one of which is the role of priors in this case)—one aspect of the 

theory is that as the number of choices (𝑁) increases, choosing any one by chance decreases with 

the reciprocal of the number of choices (
1

𝑁
), so the same consensus on one option is a stronger 

signal for a greater number of options. Your probability of choosing SPSS with a 60% majority 

will be even higher if you discover that the space of possible choices includes not just R, but also 

SAS, Stata, Python, and Julia. When tested, the model performed exceptionally well (Figure 1c), 

but also revealed gaps in the theory57; science proceeding as usual – theory informing data and 

vice versa. 

OTHER THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

There are of course theoretical frameworks within psychology and other behavioral 

sciences, though we are perhaps biased in arguing that these too would benefit from integration or 

even competition with Dual Inheritance Theory. A prominent example of such a framework exists 

within economics. The much maligned models of ‘economic man’ or Homo Economicus are a 



theory of human behaviour borne out of 19th century philosophy61 and formalized using physics-

inspired approaches complete with metaphors of friction and elasticity. Homo Economicus 

conforms to the requirements of a scientific theory and its assumptions may even make sense in 

some circumstances. In others, its predictions have been challenged and better models have been 

built with more realistic assumptions that produce different predictions62-65. These predictions are 

eminently challengeable, because they are formal theoretical predictions easily falsified by the 

various experiments in the behavioural economics revolution. 

Economic models may serve as the Hardy-Weinberg models of human behavior, with 

assumptions that fit in the absence of culture (indeed, Homo Economicus may be a better model 

for chimpanzees; Pan Economicus66). Perhaps due to the formal theory and self-critical statistical 

and methodological norms of the Credibility Revolution67, behavioral economics replicates 

slightly better than the psychological sciences68. The economic approach may be helpful for 

modeling psychological mechanisms, but would benefit from further constraints on what goes into 

the model. Rather than including features that affect utility based on WEIRD intuitions, these 

features would instead be drawn from the web of interconnected evolutionary models that make 

behavioural predictions. That is, building psychological models from first principles that fit within 

the scaffolding of a general theoretical framework (for examples, see 69,70).  

Within psychology and the broader behavioural sciences too, there are many pockets that 

have, and are currently, developing and deploying overarching frameworks, often embedded in 

formal models, that make clear predictions and drive productive research. For example, theories 

of dual process71, perception72,73, reinforcement learning74, and Bayesian models of cognition75. 

We hope that the frameworks we discuss might inform these theoretical approaches as well, but 



more critically, we hope that shining a light on the problem in theory might also shine a light on 

the best examples of theory within psychology. 

CRITIQUES AND CONCERNS 

Here, we argue that researchers in the psychological and behavioural sciences need to adopt 

or develop overarching theoretical frameworks and that the failure to operate in such frameworks 

is central to both the replication crisis and building a more cumulative science. To illustrate, we 

discussed one example of such a theoretical framework and suggested that it could help unify large 

swaths of the psychological and behavioural sciences. But, of course, we think the field is wide 

open and many options should be explored. We are also implicitly advocating a standard abductive 

scientific approach. This approach should not be controversial, but nevertheless is. Here we outline 

some of the critiques and concerns we have encountered. 

Other fields are suffering from the replication crisis too. The fields hardest hit by the 

replication crisis are the least theoretical subfields of psychology, such as social psychology1, and 

applied fields such as the medical sciences76,77. Like social psychology, the medical sciences lack 

an overarching theoretical framework. And likewise, medical researchers and evolutionary 

scientists working at the interface to medicine have made a parallel case for improving the medical 

sciences through better theory78-82.  

What about all the findings that have stood the test of time? It’s not the case that we 

cannot learn anything in the absence of theory, any more than we knew nothing about chemistry 

before Mendeleev’s periodic table or biology before Darwin’s theory of evolution. Significant and 

useful knowledge accumulated prior to these theoretical advancements, such as gunpowder and 

animal breeding. However, these theories and the partial theories that came before them helped 



make sense of the otherwise disconnected data and helped distinguish findings that were likely to 

stand the test of time from those that will probably not. As was the case in these fields, some 

previous knowledge will line up nicely with an emerging theoretical framework (animal breeding), 

while others will be discounted (the alchemy of lead into gold), and others nuanced (alchemy 

changing one chemical into another).  

What about applied science? In an applied context, such as pharmaceutical trials, testing 

St John’s wort, Viagra, or ramipril and showing their efficacy works regardless of origins in 

traditional knowledge, past side effects, or chemical similarity to previous drugs. Mini-theories 

and hypotheses based on intuitions or past data can be useful and the applied science of drug safety 

and efficacy have established useful best practices, such as pre-registration, for identifying the 

presence and size of an effect and preventing changing hypotheses after seeing the results83. 

However, it is worth nothing that they have not completely solved the replication crisis in these 

fields76,77.  

In a basic science context, in principle these hypotheses or mini-theories could coalesce 

into a larger overarching theory, but in practice avoidance of others’ mini-theories84 and a lack of 

common methods can slow down or prevent a cumulative process. One key advantage to relying 

on theories of human behaviour in the quest for a cumulative science is that they allow us to 

interpret past findings in the way that the Periodic Table allowed us to interpret pre-Mendeleev 

chemical (and alchemical) experiments. We want to move beyond a science that only applies to 

American undergraduates or Mechanical Turks. 

We’re not trained to think this way. It is true that many psychologists have less 

mathematical training than some other social sciences, such as in economics, and certainly less 



than many physical sciences. However, it is also true that our forebears were not trained in statistics 

that are moving from useful to mandatory in modern psychology. A generation ago this resistance 

would have applied to the use of anything beyond a t-test and maybe ANOVA. We have an 

obligation to offer our students the best available tools. There are also many researchers within 

and outside psychology who have focused on developing behavioural theories that have yet to be 

tested using our rich empirical toolkit. Psychology departments need to train students for the 21st 

century and consider hiring theoretical psychologists.  

What can evolutionary biology offer beyond what’s offered by neuroscience? 

Behavioural scientists may not care about what led to the present state of our species, but only how 

it operates, and thus may be more convinced by the utility of neuroscience than evolutionary 

biology. But this assumes that mapping the brain reveals our psychology and behaviour. Humans 

are a highly cultural species and our brains are as individually and culturally variable as we are. If 

we are a new kind of animal dependent on two or more lines of inheritance, one of which is culture, 

neuroscience offers just another way to measure what manifests in our thinking and behaviour.  

There are many examples illustrating these neural differences85. For English speakers 

reading letters, the superior temporal gyrus is activated86; for Chinese speakers, it’s the dorsal 

extent of the inferior parietal lobe87. In a Theory of Mind task, Americans showed greater 

activation in the right insula, the bilateral temporoparietal junction and the right dorsal medial 

prefrontal cortex; bilingual Japanese showed greater activation in the right orbital frontal gyrus88. 

Even within the same population, rich, educated brains look different than a more representative 

sample89. In one study, holding someone’s hand, even the hand of a stranger attenuated a neural 

response to threat90 – the effect was stronger in stronger marriages. But as it turns out strangers 

and stronger marriages only attenuate threat if you’re a wealthy, well-educated white woman91. 



Cultural differences are biologically and neurologically manifested, so looking at brains, hormones 

or biological measures doesn’t get past the influence of culture and cultural evolution. 

Can’t we solve this problem with Bayesian statistics? Frequentist and Bayesian 

approaches will tend to give the same answer with uninformative priors. The trouble is having a 

justifiable reason for one prior over another, opening new researcher degrees of freedom for 

Bayesian b-hacking92. But a Bayesian approach is ideal when we have a priori theory tested by 

empirical data to inform our prior. Indeed, many cosmologists dealing with one of the messier 

fields of physics, are only now moving from frequentist to Bayesian statistics, because Bayesian 

approaches offer more powerful tools for testing their now more well-defined theories with less 

than ideal datasets93. 

Can’t we solve this problem with Big Data? In the age of Big Data, we can perhaps be 

surer of our findings – gather solider stones – but lack of theory is just as concerning. Even when 

you can download and run your analysis on the world, prediction or even description doesn’t mean 

explanation. The space of possible hypotheses and theories remains impossibly large even when 

your dataset grows. Even if we’re now very sure two variables co-vary in the dataset, without 

knowing why, we have no way of knowing if the relationship will hold in other populations or 

over time. None of this of course diminishes the importance of data or the value of Big Data 

approaches, especially for applied problems that are purely about prediction. But, if we want to 

understand the world, Big Data needs Big Theory. 

CONCLUSION 

Some subfields of psychology have traditionally placed a premium on slick studies with 

surprising results. But ‘surprising’ should occur with reference to particular hypotheses derived 



from a broader general theory, not based on folk intuitions and theories derived from one’s own 

life experience. Compounding the problem, most psychologists are WEIRD; their lives and 

intuitions often differ in dramatic ways from those of people in most societies, undercutting our 

efforts to accumulate knowledge, build a body of theory, and understand human minds and brains 

more generally2. Although there is increasing recognition of the WEIRD people problem and need 

for more diverse samples94, even carefully cataloguing these cross-cultural differences brings us 

no closer to understanding the sources of those differences. Moreover, humans vary between and 

within societies95. Without an underlying theoretical framework from which to draw hypotheses 

and tune our intuitions, it is difficult to distinguish results that are unusual and interesting, from 

results that are unusual and probably wrong. 

We use Dual Inheritance Theory and its extensions as an example of a theoretical 

framework and though it is not the only one, there are arguably advantages to an evolutionary 

approach. Humans are an evolved species and Dobzhansky’s96 maxim applies as much to our 

psychology as to our anatomy and physiology—Nothing makes sense except in the light of 

evolution. Like all other species on the planet, all aspects of our behaviour must in some way flow 

from the evolutionary processes that led to our present state. Dual Inheritance Theory, Culture-

Gene Coevolutionary Theory and the Extended Evolutionary Synthesis’s growing body of 

theoretical and empirical research offers several predictions and exclusions for our psychology.  

Evolutionary approaches have explicitly theorized about learning, cultural evolution, 

conflicting incentives, competition, ecological effects, and the interaction between genes and 

culture14,25,97-105. In addition to traditional domains, such as mating, kinship, and reciprocity, recent 

evolutionary theory integrates insights on several topics germane to psychology106. These 

frameworks also allow us to connect otherwise disparate areas of research. For example, research 



on social learning can help us understand imitation in children and adults, and the many biases in 

social influence, conformity, and persuasion57,58,107-111. Research on norm psychology can shed 

light on other aspects of social influence, conformity, and persuasion, as well as the content of 

stereotypes and attitudes112-114. Research on our ethnic psychology informs research on 

cooperation, stereotyping, essentialism, intergroup conflict, and prosocial behavior115-121. Other 

integrative research informs core topics such as motivation101,122,123, decision-making biases, 

individual-differences, language, and intelligence57,108,124-128. 

This approach seamlessly integrates the biological and social sciences. The same 

techniques can be used to study cetaceans129, fish130, apes111 and past and future humans128,131. The 

social sciences can also begin to inform the biological sciences through what shapes cultural, 

epigenetic, and microbiome effects. For example, the selection pressure for larger human 

brains128,131 can explain why emergency Cesareans and other birth interventions are best predicted 

by head size132. Cesareans may remove a physical barrier to larger brains, but at the cost of 

reducing the mother to child microbiome inheritance133. Institutional and political structures can 

have multigenerational epigenetic effects on physical134 and mental health135.  

Our expanding understanding of the evolution of our norm psychology112 and ethnic 

psychology115, are beginning to help us theorize about the line between norms and institutions, 

answering questions about cross-national differences in corruption136,137, switching between 

norms138, and the relationships between formal and informal institutions. For example, the 

Church’s ban on polygynous marriage and the subsequent impact on normative monogamy on 

testosterone, patience, risking taking, crime and rise of democratic institutions139. This research 

has implications for law, political science, economics, and history from individual cognition to 

societal institutions and back again. New projects are also bringing the humanities to bear on long-



standing questions by building large databases in religion and cultural evolution140,141. The first 

step on this ladder integrating the human sciences is building on this general theory of human 

behaviour, but there are many steps to go. Drawing from and contributing to these theories allows 

us to make sense of decades of now distrusted data, repair our reputation, and move toward a more 

general understanding of human psychology and behaviour.  
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